
Attn: Manager of IBRM Honda Cicendo  

Address: Jl. Cicendo No. 18, Bandung, West Java 40117, Indonesia. Ph : +62 22 4240888 

CC: Honda International 

 

Subjects: Complaints on problems of my Honda Mobilio RS with Police no. D-1078-HE (Year 2014) 

My Honda Mobilio RS data : 

• Frame ID : MHRDD4770EJ400093 

• Machine ID :  L15Z1143830 

 

Dear Sir . Madam, 

My Honda Mobilio was felt unstaeady at speed above 80 kmph since new buy on last July 2014. I bought 

it from Honda Pasteur, Bandung City, Indonesia. I had complaints many times (bbm communications 

recorded in bahasa Indonesia) and finally they handle and repair my car. However there is still minor 

unsteady condition. Yes it is unsteady, I feel like bringing trailer at back.  

Now after conducting periodic servicing 10,000 KM in IBRM Honda Cicendo on  Nov. 18 2014 then my 

car's condition became worse with the advent of new problems that previously did not exist, they are 

including: 

1. The pedal becomes hard to vibrate when braking, particularly felt in braking from high speeds 

above 80 km /  

2. Gear become harder than before in service. 

3. Substitution of teeth on the gear feels uncomfortable and sometimes any saggy sound. 

4. The car became uncomfortable again ride because we feel like engine vibration in the car 

body (it looks like from the front right) where it did not exist before. Such vibration felt mostly 

by the speed of about 20 km / h and possibly also on high speed. 

5. Experience who also happens is like slamming car and unsteady when turning to the left and 

then turn right. 

6. Steer felt less comfortable due to loose and no level / centric. 

7. Engine power was reduced and somewhat sound “brebet” especially at uphill position, where 

this problem not existed before. 

8. I am really worry if regular servicing for 10 ,000 km was not performed rightly or not by 

proper experts by referring to all problems above. 

9. Actually, my Mobilio was unsteady condition has occurred since the first hand over (July 

2014). After several times serviced (on Agutus and Sept) by workshop IBRM Cicendo then its 

condition was better even still exist. But after servicing 10,000 km why even be worsened. 

Please help to fix my car to be correct. 

Thus that’s all I would like to say and I expect no more negative occurrences like above that I am 

complaining to IBRM. I hope IBRM can grow much better in the quality of its service. 

 



Regards, 

 

Rahmat Hidayat 

Owner Mobilio RS police No. D-1078 YM Year. 2014. 

Mobile: +62-8112101273 

Home Phone: +62-22-87827008 

email hidymat@gmail.com 


